
Our Man 
on The Spot

I left early under the sign which used to 
announce Reno as “The Biggest Little 
City in The World “ but now clarifies 
where the Gateway to The Redwoods 

exactly is. And having time to not have 
to bumper car to make it to downtown 
San Francisco for so-called ‘business’ 
not far from the bar where I had worked 
when I re-migrated west from The Apple, 
I thought since I was planning this so well 
I’d better pull off for gas pretty soon after 
San Rafael. This put me somewhere in the 
super-high end strip malls of Marin Coun-
ty that use 101 and an extreme presence 
of The Uniformed Armed and Dangerous 
to keep low-riders and hill hippies fun-
neled to somewhere else.
 As I was transfusing from the plan-
et’s circulatory system I caught, out of 
the remnant of peripheral vision, some-
one walking towards the station in a way 
that seemed out of place. He looked clean 
enough and dressed well enough to be 
just another grinder if on Market Street 
but clearly inappropriately foot-bound 
even though white-bread as white-bread 
can be, there where Mercedes and Jag-
uar have right away. If you are a geezer in 
this country you better have the wheels 
to validate right of passage – even your 
threads won’t do, even a passport doesn’t 
cut it––lots of jazz greats will tell you that, 
though my Shoshone friend Santiago has 
learned from his Uncle James that a will-
ingness to not move when told, a smile 
and a conviction that being an Original 
Person obligates special dispensation 

from Johnny-Come-Latelies–– is what 
Uniformed Authority will unconsciously 
accept.
 But our White Elderly Walker ( a WET) 
wasn’t on to any of that, as just in bar life 
the Predator will walk in and arrive with-
out detour to the stool right by the Victim, 
so here, of course, a squad car pulls up be-
hind our foot-bound geezer. One of those 
cops arrives who seems to probably not 
live in the neighborhood of those whom 
he has, in a better day, been hired to ‘pro-
tect and serve’.
 That’s in part what Bernie reminds us 
of –– that he may be white and represent 
a white electorate but he ‘got old’ and 
Un-rich and he has now joined the disen-
franchised and therefore some think he is 

going to end up being someone People 
of Color can relate to.
Even if the cop behind our walker had 
the relaxed but authoritarian manner of 
someone who had been sufficiently in ur-
ban turmoil or hill hippie gun fights over 
America’s newest almost legal cash crop 
(beats soybeans as this country’s newest 
farm subsidy) the situation required not 
an adept at crowd control but humane 
control of the authority invested.
 Before I have even ten gallons in 

the tank the by-the-book Peace Officer 
Lookalike has combat exited his car hand 
ready for quick draw and over the traffic 
sound of rampant shoppers I can hear 
his commanding voice demanding not 
‘requesting’ identification.
 If there was a specific offense of 
which a WET (white elderly transient) 
might have been guilty it wasn’t going to 
be announced before finding out if our 
itinerant walker of at best grandfatherly 
demeanor had ever been arrested in Cali-
fornia before.
 Now at least Wikipedia has the con-
sensus opinion that identification can 
only be demanded on occasion of suspi-
cion of a specific unlawful event.
 Presumably those invested with the 
authority to use lawful force have suffi-
cient training to recognize when some-
one is physically harmless as most cer-
tainly our W.E.T. was (though the NYPD 
did not get that Eric Garner was no threat 
other than to ego when they applied a fa-
tal choke hold to him).
 Whoever is in charge of training for 
the organization inscribed on the door of 
his “cruiser” as “The Central Marin Police” 
has the usual low standard of dealing 
with that pubic best served apparently 
by an appropriate show of force. (First to 
the firing range and then to high speed 
driving practice in the fast lanes of local 
and interstate highways in the latest mass 
purchase of tricked out “patrol cars’”paid 
for by guess who but you and me.)
 About now the call for ‘back up’ is 
being answered by several of those who, 
since Bush, have been collected as the 
soon to be uniformed majority. The first to 
arrive, who roars up in his brand new Har-
ley, probably weighs less than his oiled 
black leathers with none of the scuffs and 
skids of San Francisco motorcycle cops.
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The Biggest Little Arrest in The World

“ Whoever is in charge of training for the organization inscribed 
on the door of his “cruiser” as “The Central Marin Police” has 
the usual low standard of dealing with that pubic best served 

apparently by an appropriate show of force. “



 Then another seemingly brand new 
black and white pulls up with a young 
guy most likely out of the burbs who 
might have done some military service 
but judging by the insecure strut proba-
bly not the being-shot-at part and who 
for sure has a gig that beats parking cars 
and with considerably more perks as we 
flirt with the notion of the garrison state. 
But at least he has the possibility, since he 
does not yet seem to have an addiction to 
abusive talk, of growing up to honor that 
life enhancing concept of protecting and 
serving. But nevertheless he does partici-
pate in reducing the dignity of the “perp” 
by making him sit on the pavement while 
they stand over and literally talk down to 
him,

 Now this is not New York at 4:30 a.m., 
where Thabo Sefolosha of the Atlanta 
Hawks had been with teammates lifting 
a few in celebration of a good season 
(see Oct 6 NY Times). There was some 
violent interaction in the same club that 
they were never accused of being part 
of–– however they didn’t immediately 
vacate the street outside without a little 
backtalk. (But Hey, Troy Tulowitzki of the 
Toronto Blue Jays gets to mouth off).
 The cops say that “Mr Sefolosha 
charged an officer whose back was turned 
but this was disproved by cell phone vid-
eo (again).
 Sefolosha ‘s lawyer contended in the 
recent trial that his client, who acknowl-
edged calling one officer “a midget” was 

nonetheless wrongly arrested. The Times 
quoted the defense saying “Police offi-
cers broke a bone in Mr Sefolosha’s right 
leg, causing him to miss this year’s NBA 
playoffs and jeopardizing his career”, just 
as Chase Utley of Those Dodgers Ignored 
the base path to take out Ruben Tejada of 
the Mets and break the fibula of his leg 
like the boys in blue had done Thabo.
 “They arrested him and broke his 
leg out of earshot of an unrelated crime 
scene,” Mr Sprio told the jurors during his 
closing argument, suggesting that police 
officers had seen Mr Sefolosha merely as 
“a black man in a hoodie” (but it must be 
noted here that without an appreciation 
of one’s own energetic atmosphere, size 
matters and sets off the fear factor rem-
nant of a slave-holding society).
 Beyond the Racial and Tribal Discon-
nect. But the humiliation of our White El-
derly Transient illustrates the next stage 
of the unmooring of our society, when a 
group of second class citizens, even of the 
same skin color, must be created to popu-
late the judicial cycle of law enforcement 
justifying the very cost of that system. In 
New York however there was evidently 
a jury pool that included Mr. Sefolosha’s 
peers as he was found “not guilty of all 
charges” (NY Times Oct 10 ), though the 
cops are still at work with full pay. .
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" Sefolosha ‘s lawyer 
contended in the recent 
trial that his client, who 

acknowledged calling one 
officer “a midget,” 

was nonetheless wrongly 
arrested. “ 



Living Down in Brooklyn

Here is my current place of residence, one Chevy van parked in a lot in south 
Williamsburg, Brooklyn — beneath the M train. I met a man named Stan 
with a taco truck who said I could park  the van in the lot in exchange for a 
couple hours of work everyday.

 This photo was taken a few weeks ago after the epic of van troubles. It began 
with the engine dying on 17th street in Manhattan. At the time I thought it was as 
simple as the battery being dead, so I had two friends guard the van while I spliced an 
extension cable into a phone booth to charge a battery pack.
 This of course did nothing, the van has a great sense of humor and would not let 
a problem be fixed so easily. So I walked across the bridge to Brooklyn and bought a 
new battery and walked back with the battery in my hand, arriving at the van 5 hours 
later. For a day after that my hands were molded to the shape and task of carrying a 
battery and had a hard time remembering how to perform other functions. I installed 
the battery and was thrilled when the van whirred to life. The next day I drove out of 
there, got to Brooklyn, and pretty soon the lights died, followed by the engine. The 
van gave me a break this time and got into a proper parking spot before dying. So I 
then realize of course the battery wasn’t the issue, rather the thing that is supposed to 
charge the battery–the alternator-was at fault.
 I spend the next two weeks going back and forth between the van and Autozone 
as they sell me the wrong alternator repeatedly. At last after walking miles down At-
lantic avenue into the heat haze abyss to a different Autozone they give me the right 
alternator, I walk back and put in the van and the van rightfully doesn’t start.
 The van sits in this spot another week, collects some graffiti, and some debris 
around the wheels. Somehow I avoided not being towed or booted, or someone 
ransacking the contents of the van which would be easy enough since there was not 
glass but merely a wool blanket for a rear window. Around this time I get a gig over-
hauling 32 bikes and through the owner of the bikes I meet Stan who says “get the 
van towed over here.”
 So I do. During the day I would liberate abandoned bikes (bike thieves work by 
night, I am simply a bike liberator) and fix them up and sell them, and in the evenings 
I would contemplate the van. I made good friends with a young man named Christian 
across the street from the lot who I found playing a Steinway piano on the sidewalk 
outside his apartment.
 One day Christian leaves and gives me a key to his place to use the kitchen and 
such. I go over there and remove the key from its hiding place and fuss with the door 
for about 5 minutes until an undercover cop car rolls up and 4 gigantic officers accuse 
me of attempted burglary.
 I somehow wiggle my way out of being arrested. A few minutes later Christian 
shows up and tells how just as he was walking around the corner to his place he saw 

me being interrogated by the cops and 
had walked right through us without me 
even noticing.
 He kept walking only because he is 
living in America illegally and couldn’t 
risk a cop asking him to produce an ID 
of which he has none, besides he says 
“I could tell you were breathing right 
and therefore were exempt from NYPD 
tactics.”
 I finally got the van started just by 
asking it to (as well as flipping around 
the starter relay which had been installed 
incorrectly, by my own hands no doubt). 
I then drive to Baltimore to pick up will 
and we set out on tour the very next day.
 By the time we arrive in Charlotte, 
North Carolina the van is backfiring and 
misfiring so severely I have no choice but 
to pull over in the first lot I see. There the 
van sits for a few days while I imagine the 
possible causes of this.
 Maybe the points on the distributor 
have corroded so that the sparking order 
is all mixed up, or maybe there is a hole 
in the intake manifold and the manifold 
air sensor is modulating in attempt to 
give the right amount of air to the cylin-
ders.
 All of this is way out of my expertise 
to fix. But after two days in Charlotte I 
pop the hood and notice that for some 
peculiar reason the engine would 
smooth out when I placed my hand on 
the dipstick for the transmission fluid.
 This makes absolutely no sense but 
I look further and realize the dipstick is 
resting on the alternator mount which 
is missing a bolt and presumably is 
fluctuating between a grounded and 
ungrounded state. I had no bolt handy 
but learned from the airplane guys that 
steel wire works good enough in place of 
just about any proper part.
 Now I am back in Baltimore where 
the time can be ascertained by how 
recently a police helicopter has flown 
overhead, where the cops twirl there 
nightsticks on the corners to intimidate 
but unlike New York aim to make no 
arrests instead of making as many as 
possible (this of course is not always the 
case).
 Just finished Huckleberry Finn and 
don’t understand why I wasn’t made to 
read it sooner. Erik just read it for the first 
time too, in his jail cell, and relayed the 
necessity of reading it, especially for the 
mischief prone. .

By Anders Edwards



GIANTS 3, SURVEILLANCE STATE 2
Reprinted from the Anderson Valley Adversiser

Bruce Bochy said Joe Panic sat for 
nine innings and then came up 
and squared the ball for a run and 
the win Friday night against the LA 

Angels.
 Santiago Casia did in holding them to 
a run and might have had the win if Pa-
gan had been able to get the ball out of 
his glove the first time he tried. And what 
with his good arm he could have got the 
out Thursday night, the night we, my 
friend Ginny and I, had hurried down to 
San Francisco.
 We were there to hear Robert Sheer 
detail the unforeseen but intimate pro-
gression of the surveillance state to the 
fellow travelers of liberal corporate tech-
nology companies, who are more than 

happy to do the dirty work of snooping 
for them, just as Snowden heroically re-
vealed Sheer was speaking along with a 
lawyer from the electronic privacy foun-
dation at City Lights Books poetry events 
space, a room still hosting the indefatiga-
ble spirit of Lawrence Ferlinghetti, one of 
the few base line poets still held upright 
in the residual energy of the ‘big bang ‘ of 
the “Howl” generation.
 A relatively compact gaggle of pos-
sibly progressive or at the very least 
so called independent thinkers had 
crammed into the traditionally limited 
confines of the poetry loft as well as the 
stairs leading up in order to hear Scheer 
lament our passion-free surrender of all 
notion of individual privacy and intro-

duce his new book, They Know Every-
thing About You and subtitled How Data 
– Collecting Corporations and Snooping 
Government Agencies are Destroying 
Democracy. The cover illustration is a 
chart with the silhouette of a man with 
tag lines to his occupation, salary, recent 
phone calls with their duration and con-
tent,mortgage payment, recent purchas-
es, blood pressure and everything else.
 Silicon Valley’s seemingly progressive 
tech companies are in cahoots “to create 
a brave new world of wired tyranny” and 
that world already exists and to keep our 
‘fix’ of acquiring ‘the right stuff’ easily we 
have surrendered entrance to our individ-
ual autonomous realities and most of us 
don’t care enough to resist or follow the 



example of that dwindling posse of whis-
tle-blowers being hounded bleak heart-
edly by the Obama administration.
 Sheer told us that he enjoyed and 
used the current availability of informa-
tion devices that made it possible to gath-
er information without having to take the 
number two subway to the New York City 
Library. However it comes at the cost of 
‘them’(they) knowing every little eccen-
tric thing about us. And if we don’t live in 
a technologically advanced country then 
they are the drone eye in the sky checking 
out if they so decide our every so called 
‘free ‘ movement.
 “With the dominance of the Inter-
net….we have been overwhelmed with 
the illusion that surveillance and freedom 
are compatible”
 “Even now in the early phase of map-
ping our minds––this more precise entry 
point into the mind of the consumer––
this access to our thoughts already ex-
ceeds the powers of the most invasive Big 
Brother government that Orwell imag-
ined. At the command of Internet-driven 
signals people everywhere in the world 
have been willing to abandon the con-
cerns and safeguards of privacy devel-
oped painstakingly throughout human 
history for the convenience of plucking 
that perfect item off a virtual shelf and 
paying for it without looking up from 
their “…for the convenience of finding the 
best local diner, we surrender the most 
important piece of information a secret 
police ever wanted to have on the pop-
ulation it was surveilling — one’s physical 
location…’can we use your location’ the 
device messages. Yet from the start… 
tracking one’s journey –– actual as well as 
virtual–– is routinely realized, achieving 
what oppressive governments had never 
even fantasized about attaining.”

THE BALL GAME
 The Giants’ game the next night with 
that inter-league bogey on the radar gun 
but rarely in the same ball park -– the L.A. 
Angels–– would be for us a last minute 
possibility following the pilgrimage trail 
of Muni buses traversed by this paper’s 
editor and arriving on the #47 at the last 
stop which was a couple of blocks from 
AT&T Park.
 My companion, Ginny, warned me 
not to try to go through the metal detec-
tor line run by women as they would not 
fall for my country bumpkin line that the 
work knife and multi-tool were merely 

“ But on Friday at the bottom of the ninth, the symbolically 
named Joe Panic, as Bochy said, got off the bench after nine 

innings and calmly drove in the winning run. “



part of the rural work life and shouldn’t 
be considered contraband and danger-
ous but could be safely stored downstairs 
somewhere till after the game. Forget 
about it! It’s not.
 But when whining to a security guy 
who clearly had developed an enduring 
tolerance of the meatloaf behavior of 
people like me he directed me to across 
the street where there was a bar which 
would for a consideration sometimes put 
stupid stuff people brought to the game 
behind the bar until the people who 
should know better came back to claim 
it. And sure enough they Walking back to 
the stadium at the stepping -over -peo-
ple- to-get to -your- seat time I steadied 
into a hobble -along trot remembering I 
have a stepdaughter who gave birth to 
her own daughter named Madison the 
day Madison Bumgarner hit his grand 
slam and she would never believe I’d 
been there without a ‘selfie.’ Instead I took 
a picture of my thriving seat neighbors.
 Not to mention that my friend 
Gretchen had the previous week been 
featured on the league website by her 
nice catch of a foul ball. These thoughts 
reminded me this is why we hurry to the 
game. It always has a chance of being a 
participatory sport for anyone below the 
nose bleed.
 We of course were in fact seriously 
in the nose bleed upper section of the 
stands but pretty much behind home 

plate and with the best view in the city 
of the bay on a clear and drought-riven 
unseasonably warm night. We also had 
the equivalent box seat view of balls and 
strikes from the giant TV screen beyond 
the outfield.
 My seat mates just in front and just 
behind were young Hispanic American 
couples who exemplified the heritage of 
the current wave of great young players 
descendant of kids like the ones I met 
while filming a documentary about Sand-
inista Nicaragua who would do whatever 
it took to play catch-and throw including 
catching and throwing with the same 
hand if that was the only glove available; 
possibly instilling those lightening quick 
reflexes in the genetic code.
 We were offered popcorn by the cou-
ple in front and when it got San Francisco 
chilly by the sixth inning and I fumbled for 
another dollar bill to make the exorbitant 
six dollar hot chocolate price (served out 
of a back pack container not unlike what 
some small time ‘growers’ in the eighties 
used to water their plants); one of the 
young women behind said “times are 
hard now” and offered up a dollar to the 
vendor-who it should be said could have 
humbled any of the zillion dollar a year 
athletes on the field with the number of 
times he could run up and down the sta-
dium stairs. I thanked her but didn’t ac-
cept so in the eighth inning I had a cup 
of chocolate placed in my hand which as I 

thanked her “was the best cup hot choco-
late I’d ever had!”
 And it was great to stand and stamp 
my feet and cheer when appropriate with 
Giant Nation.
 However after some unlikely bad 
ball-handling by the usually adept Bran-
don Crawford, shortstop, and Angel Pa-
gan, center fielder, the score was tied in 
the ninth. And lest we forget, the Angel’s 
pitcher, C.J. Wilson, (who found L.A. where 
money grows on palms) had pitched for 
the same Texas Rangers featured in a 
World Series game in Arlington, noticed 
in this paper, when the presumably non 
Mendo-lib fans at Dick’s bar in Mendocino 
saw the camera pan around to ex-Presi-
dent Bush close behind home plate. 
That’s when the entire gaggle of patrons 
rose as one and the America finger accel-
erated explosively in the air breaking the 
sound barrier with a whoosh. And those 
same patrons provided their own caustic 
commentary on America.
 But on Friday at the bottom of the 
ninth, the symbolically named Joe Panic, 
as Bochy said, got off the bench after nine 
innings and calmly drove in the winning 
run.
 As we were being herded down the 
giant walkway to the exit, the escalator 
being so to speak, “down” a man walking 
beside me and with an accent I couldn’t 
place, gestured to this amazing crowd of 
all percolations and persuasions and said, 
“This is what American should be.”
 And I felt despite what Bob Scheer 
says about the consuming public there is 
still plenty of hope in the nosebleed sec-
tions of this country and despite my awe 
and respect for City Lights, maybe they 
should have a giant flat-screen TV but 
only on for Giant’s games. .

“ As we were being herded 
down the giant walkway to 

the exit, a man walking beside 
me with an accent I couldn’t 

place gestured to this amazing 
crowd of all percolations and 
persuasions and said, “This is 
what American should be.” “ 



A Simple Woolen Jacket
By Willem de Thouars

Writing has never been my best sub-
ject in the nature of my heart and 

soul. Only by illustration in artwork can I 
describe myself the best.
 A little summary about the story in 
my painting, above, is about Shah ‘Za’ Ed-
wards, who was driven over by a careless 
truck driver in Truckee, Calif. She left to 
the world of the unknown and will always 
remain a spark for us to grow.
 Za was always a great and caring 
friend – a musician, the best a mother 
could ever be to her children and the best 
of a caring friend. She never lacked ener-
gy and never let any negativity overcome 
her positive nature.
 The painting is all about a blue and 
woolen jacket that Za gave me some 
years ago, in Daniel’s home, a house he 
built. When she gave me the jacket, she 
said, “Willem, I bought this for you, and 
know you might like it.”

 With those short but brief spoken 
words came a great story. The woolen 
jacket was light to fit any situation of 
weather, in summer or winter. I always 
dress light to find comfort not to restrict 
my movements.
 On a Thursday in February 2015, for 
some peculiar reason I picked the same 
jacket Za gave me some years ago to play 
golf on my most favored golf course, the 
Thorn Greek gold course, a city owned 
course. The city of Thornton is over 50 
years old, and the course is only 30.
 The beginning of the start of my 
hyperactivity in golf was started at hole 
no. 3. That particular day became over-
whelmed for the experience alone. Hole 
no. 3 is always an interesting hole to play, 
with many obstacles to force one to hit 
them straight. When I stopped my golf 
cart at midfield of the course, and was 
ready to step out of my cart to hit my ball, 

there was suddenly an electrical shock. 
Za appeared out of nowhere suddenly, 
barefoot and dressed in pink. She told me, 
with similar words, about the blue jacket: 
“I thought you might like the jacket.”
 The whole field, just for a few sec-
onds, seemingly a lifetime stopped: 
Suddenly, I was in the house that Daniel 
had built, and in a hallway near the large 
kitchen, where she gave me the jacket as 
a present. She came to appear to me only 
in seconds, and she disappeared as quick-
ly as she came. It took me a few minutes 
to recover my shock.
 Our world of the unknown is a world 
in the far beyond, unsure to most of us, 
the living, of reassurances. It is hard to 
overcome the world of spirits outside our 
physical world – that we just inherited a 
box we line in at birth.
 I have experienced similar appear-
ances before to understand. .
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